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Let B be a real separable Banach space with norm 1 .JB, X, Xi, X,, . . . be 
a sequence of centered independent identically distributed random variables 
taking values in B. Let s, = s,(t), 0 4 t < 1 be the random broken line such that 
s,(O) =O, s,(Q) =n-‘I* C:=, Xi for n = 1, 2, . . . and k = 1, . . . . n. Denote IIs,lls= 
sup,,,,, Is,(t)(, and assume that w(r), O<r< 1 is the Wiener process such that 
covariances of w(l) and X are equal. We show that under appropriate conditions 
P( J/s, 11 B > r) = P( II w/I B > r)( 1 + o( 1)) and give estimates of the remainder term. The 
results are new already in the case of B having finite dimension. 0 1992 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a real separable Banach space with the norm 1.1 B and the dual 
space B*. Let X, A’,, X2, . . . E B denote a sequence of independent identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables (T.v.) taking values in B such 
that EX= 0 and P(X=O) < 1. Suppose that the covariance operator 
cov X: B* + B exists, i.e., (y, ( cov X) z ) = E( y, X) (z, X) for y, z E B*. 
Moreover, suppose that X is pregaussian, that is there exists a Gaussian 
r.v. YE B such that EY= 0 and cov X= cov Y. Let Y, Y,, Y,, . . . E B denote 
a sequence of i.i.d. r.v. 
Further, let CJO, l] be the Banach space of continuous functions 
X: [0, l] + B taking values in B with the norm ll~ll~=sup~~~~~ Ix(t)le. 
Let w(t), 0 < t < 1 be a Gaussian process with independent increments such 
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that Ew(t) = 0 and cov w(t) = t cov Y. Such a process exists and has 
continuous paths (see Gross [ 151). We shall call w(t) the Wiener process. 
Let us define the random broken line s, = s,(t), 0 < t d 1, n = 1, 2, . . . . as 
the continuous function s,: [0, l] -+ B satisfying 
s,(O) = 0, s,(k/n) =n-‘I* i X, 
j=l 
and being linear on intervals [(k - 1)/n, k/n], k = 1, . . . . n. 
Below a number 8 E R’ satisfies 101 6 1. The following theorem presents 
an illustration of more general and precise results given in the paper. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let a Banach space B be finite dimensional, dim B < 00. 
Let us suppose that 0~ y< 4. Then the following five statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) There exists a positive constant h = h(y, L(X)) depending only on 
y and on the distribution L(X) of X such that 
Eexp(hlXIY,) < co; (1.1) 
(ii) There exist positive constants Mi= Mi(y, L(X)), i = 1, 2, 3, such 
that 
~(llhJIB>~)~~I ew(-M2r2) (1.2) 
when 0 <r < M3nyi(4-2y); 
(iii) There exist positive constants Mi= M,(y, L(X)), i= 1, 2, such 
that 
~~ll~,llB~~~~~~~~ll~ll~~~~ (1.3) 
when r < M2 nyM4 - 2y’; 
(iv) There exist positive constants Mi= Mi(y, L(X)), i= 1,2, such 
that 
P(IIsnl(s>r)=P(IIwIIB>r)(l+BM1[(r+1)3n-1’2]”3) (1.4) 
when r 6 M2 nyiC4 - 2y); 
(v) For each function f: R’ + R’ such that f (x) + 0 as x + 00 it is 
fulfilled 
~~ll~,llB~~~l~~Il~ll~~~~~~~ as n+cO, (1.5) 
uniformly for r satisfying r < f(n) ny’(4-2y’. 
Essential in Theorem 1.1 is the implication that (i) - (iv). The proof of 
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(i) => (iii) is much simpler and may be considered as the preparatory step 
to the proof of (i) * (iv). Other implications may be considered as trivial 
or as easily derivable using well known tricks. 
Below we generalize Theorem 1.1 for 0 < y < 1 as well as for the case 
of infinite dimensional B. Each finite dimensional Banach space B, 
dim B = k < cc, may be identified with Rk. Then the unit ball (x: 1x1 B < 1 > 
of the space B will be the open convex symmetric non-void subset of B. 
Conversely, for each set of such kind corresponds a norm on Rk. Therefore 
Theorem 1.1 allows us to estimate the exit probability of the random 
process s,(t), 0 6 t < 1, from any open (or closed) convex symmetric subset 
of Rk. 
The method of the proof of Theorem 1.1 goes back to the papers of 
Bentkus [S] and Bentkus and Rachkauskas [9], where similar results 
concerning probabilities of large deviations in the central limit theorem 
(CLT) in Banach spaces are obtained. At the same time we use methods 
developed for the estimation of the convergence rate in the invariance 
principle for r.v. taking values in Banach spaces (Sakhanenko [21], 
Bentkus and Liubinskas [6, 71). Especially useful is a smoothing inequality 
due to Sakhanenko [21]. One may present the random broken line s, as 
a sum, say s,= U,,+ ... + U,,, of independent random variables taking 
values in CJO, 11. Despite this we cannot apply to s, the result (may be 
generalized) of Bentkus and Rachkauskas [9], since Urn, . . . . U,, have 
essentially different covariations. Moreover, in the case of C,[O, l] the 
smoothness conditions from [9] are violated. Nevertheless our proofs are 
similar to those in [9]. Therefore we restrict ourselves to pointing out the 
main differences. 
As far as the author is aware, the present paper is the first to treat 
probabilities of large deviations in the invariance principle in Rk, k > 2, and 
in Banach spaces. In the one-dimensional case large deviations are con- 
sidered in Aleshkyavichene Cl], Borovkov [12], Sakhanenko [20], etc. 
Let us discuss the case of arbitrary infinite dimensional Banach space. It 
is known (e.g., Araujo and Gine [2], Paulauskas and Rachkauskas [18]) 
that in this case no moment type conditions on a r.v. XE B can ensure the 
CLT. Therefore one should impose certain additional conditions on X. For 
example, one can require that P(XE F) = 1, where a Banach space Fc B 
is linearly and continuously embedded in B. Moreover, this concerns 
refinements of the CLT-such as estimates of the convergence rate 
in the CLT (see, e.g., Bentkus and Rachkauskas 181, Paulauskas 
and Rachkauskas [18]) and in the invariance principle (Borovkov and 
Sakhanenko [13], Sakhanenko [21], Bentkus and Liubinskas [6,7]). 
Let Fc B be a pair of real separable Banach spaces such that the identity 
embedding Fc B is linear and continuous. Without loss of generality one 
can assume that IxIF> JxJB, VXEF. 
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We say that moments of r.v. X, YE F coincide (in F) up to the order s 
if for the arbitrary symmetric continuous j-linear form u(x) = u(x, ..,, x), 
x E F, j< s, it holds that Eu(X) = Eu( Y). If XE F satisfies the CLT in F 
(that is, if S, = n- “*(X1 + . . . +X,,) converge weakly to Y) then moments 
of X and Y coincide up to the second order (Gotze [ 143). 
Let us consider the following density condition: 
supsq,w,,.<r}<cc r dr (1.6) 
The condition sup,(d/dr) P{ 1 YJ, < r} < cc was verified by Rhee and 
Talagrand [19] for Banach spaces B satisfying certain convexity condi- 
tions. Unfortunately the Banach space C,[O, l] is not convex and we can- 
not apply their result for (1.6). Bloznelis [lo] extended results of Rhee and 
Talagrand and has shown that (1.6) is fulfilled for each Gaussian r.v. YE B 
if the Banach space B is finite dimensional or if the modulus of convexity 
dB(s) of B allows the estimate bS(s) >, csP for small E > 0 with some c > 0, 
2 6 p < co. In particular, spaces L,, 1 < p < co, satisfy this condition. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that 0 < y < 4. Let moments of r.v. X, YE Fc B 
coincide (in F) up to the second order and let ElXl s+ El YI i< 00. Assume 
that condition (1.6) is fulfilled. Then statements (l.l)-(1.5) are equivalent if 
at least one of the following six conditions (1 t(6) is fulfilled: 
(1) F=l*, B=c,, 
(2) The spaces Fc B are Hilbert spaces and the embedding operator 
F c B is operator of the Hilbert-Schmidt type; 
(3) F= lip,[O, 11, $<a< 1, B= C[O, 11; 
(4) The embedding Fc B is y-radontfying operator; 
(5) There exists a probability measure on B thrice differentiable in the 
directions from F; 
(6) There exist Banach spaces F, c B, satisfying at least one of condi- 
tions (l)-(5) such that Fc F, c B, c B and all embedding operators are 
linear and continuous. 
The most general among conditions (2)(5) is (5) and it holds (2), 
(3) =z. (4) * (5) =z- (6). Condition (1) is a little bit isolated since (1) does not 
yield (5). Nevertheless we derive Theorem 1.2 in the case (1) from the 
corresponding result in the case (5). Conditions (l)-(6) were discussed in 
detail in Bentkus and Rachkauskas [S] and Paulauskas and Rachkauskas 
[ 181, where estimates of the convergence rate in the CLT in Banach spaces 
were obtained. Therefore we shall give definitions only in cases (4) and (5). 
The identity embedding Fc B is said to be y-radonifying if there exists 
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a Hilbert space H such that identity embeddings Fc Hc B are linear 
and continuous and the standard cylindrical Gaussian measure on H is 
a-additive measure of Bore1 subsets of B. 
A measure v on B is said to be differentiable (Averbuh et al. [3 J) in the 
direction h E F if for each Bore1 subset A c B there exists the limit, 
D(h) p(A) = ,“-“. t-y/.&4 + th) -/i(A)). 
Inductively one may define the derivatives of higher orders 
D(h,) . . . D(h,) p(A). We say that p is s + 1 times differentiable in directions 
from F if, for all hi, . . . . h,, 1 E F and j= 1, . . . . s + 1, it holds that 
with some constants cl, . . . . c,+ , independent on A and hi, . . . . h,, i . We 
require also for fixed A c B that the derivative D(h,) . ..D(hj) p(A) be a 
continuous symmetric multilinear form of variables hl, . . . . h, E F. Moreover, 
we assume that for fixed hi, . . . . hj the set function A w D(h,) . . . D(hj) p(A) 
is a g-additive measure on B. 
In the following theorem we eliminate the condition (1.6) concerning 
boundedness of the density of the distribution function r H P( )I WI] B < r). At 
the same time the result becomes a little bit worse. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let us fix numbers 0 < y < f and r,, > 0. Let moments of 
r.v. X, YE Fc B coincide (in F) up to the second order and let 
ElXl~+ El Y/~-C co. If at least one of six conditions (l)-(6) from the 
formulation of Theorem 1.2 is fidfirred then (1.1) o (1.2) o (1.3) o 
(1.8) o (1.9), where 
(vi) There exist positive constants Mi = M,(y, L(X)), i= 1,2, such 
that 
P(Ils,lle>r)=P(IlwllB>r)(l+8M,[(r+1)3n-”2]”4) (1.8) 
for rO < r < M2 nylc4- 2y); 
(vii) For each function f: R’ .+ R’ such that f(x) -+ 0 as x + co it 
holds that 
~~ll~,ll~~~~l~~ll~ll~~~~-, 1 as n-o0 (1.9) 
uniformly for r, satisfying r0 < f(n) n y’(4 - 2y). 
Below we formulate results more general and precise than 
Theorems 1.1-1.3. We consider the case of non-identically distributed 
summands having a common covariance operator and give estimates of 
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constants. The case when covariances of X and Y coincide up to the order 
s > 2 is also considered. 
Let us remark that it is possible to generalize the results of the paper for 
probabilities P(F(s,) > r), where a functional F: C,[O, l] -+ R’ should 
satisfy certain conditions similar to (2.2~(2.4). 
2. RESULTS 
Throughout we fix a number 0 < y < 1 and by s < 2 denote the largest 
integer such that s < (2 - y)/( 1 - y). 
Let X1, . . . . X, E F be arbitrary centered r.v. taking values in F. We 
assume that there exists a Gaussian r.v. YE F, P( Y = 0) = 0 such that 
moments of X, and Y coincide (in F) up to the order s for k = 1, . . . . n. Let 
us define the random broken line s, = s,( t), 0 < t 6 1, as the continuous 
function s, : [0, 1 ] + B satisfying 
s,(O) = 0, s,(k/n)=n-‘I2 jil xj 
and being linear on intervals [(k - 1)/n, k/n], k = 1, . . . . n. Let us denote: 
L(X), the distribution of X; 
Gk = L&t’,) - L( Y); 
IG,(, the variation of the measure G,; 
G=(IG1l + ... + IG,l)/n; 
v(h)=JFI~lhl;;+~ exp{(l.dhl;)} G(dx); 
v=inf{h>O: v(h)<l}. 
The followmg condition (2.1) is equivalent to (1.7) (see Liubinskas 
[ 171): There exists a probability measure fi on B such that p is s + 1 times 
differentiable in directions from F, ~{x E B: 1x1 B f l} = 1 and 
ID’(h) p(A)1 < 4wL j= 1, . . . . s+ 1 (2.1) 
with a constant d independent on j, A, h. 
One can consider the Wiener process w(t), 0 <t < 1, as Gaussian r.v. 
taking values in the Banach space Cs[O, 11. Therefore, it follows from a 
result of M. A. Lifshits (see Bentkus and Rachkauskas [9]) that there exist 
constants a > 1, b > 0 such that for all E > 0, I >/ 0 it is fulfilled 
P( llwll B> r - E) < a exp(b2r&) P(l141B > r). (2.2) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are fulfilled. Let a 
number M > 0 satisfy 
21ad(3Mv)“+’ exp(M2/b2) < (s f I)! 
Denote 
MI = 6a, M, = min(MbW2; (b-2vy)1’(y-22)}. 
Then 
It is known (M. A. Lifshits, see Bentkus and Rachkauskas [9]) that for 
all r,, > 0 and E > 0 it is fulfilled 
P(r-e< IlwllB<r+e)<eb(br+ 1) P(llwl(.>r-E). (2.3) 
Moreover, (2.3) is fulfilled with rO= 0 if and only if the distribution 
function r H P( )( w I( B < r) has a bounded density. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that conditions (2.1~(2.3) are fulftlled. Denote 
T= (bzr + b) ,(1-3)/(2S+2), E = (T/M)(“+‘)‘(“+2)/(r + 1). 
Then 
for r. < r d M2nY’(4-2v). The constants M, M,, M, are defined in 
Theorem 2.1. 
According to the well-known theorem of Fernique, Skorochod, and 
Shepp there exists a constant c > 0 such that E exp( cl1 w 11 i) < co. Therefore 
there exist constants a > 1, b, > 0 such that 
(2.4) 
TI-WREM 2.3. Assume that conditions (2.1k(2.4) are fulfilled. Let 
0 < y < 3 (and therefore s < 3). Then there exists a constant c = c(y) > 0 such 
that 
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for r,dr<M,n y’(4-2y). Here 181 < 1, 
M, = 12a + a*, M, =min(M&*; (b2vy)1’(y-2)}; 
the constant M > 0 is arbitrary satisfying 
cad( Mv)~ + ’ exp(M*/b*) 6 1, c[(M/b)3’4 + (M/b)“] < b,/b. 
Remark. In Theorem 2.3 we have imposed the restriction y < 3. It 
would be possible to generalize this theorem to the case 3 < y < 1 if we were 
able to estimate more precisely the ratio P( llznll B > r)/P( 11 wI( B > r), where 
z=z,(t) is the broken line such that z,(k/n) = w(k/n), k=O, . . . . n. Let us 
remark also that M, is not growing unboundedly as v LO. Therefore the 
interval r < M2nY’C4 - 2y’ is not extending unboundedly as v JO. It seems that 
this shortage is connected with our scheme of proof. If we were able to 
write down estimates (2.2)-(2.4) with w replaced by z, and constants 
independent on n, then we were able to remove this shortage. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let O<y < f. Let us assume that conditions (2.1)-(2.4) 
are fulfilled. Moreover, let condition (2.3) be fulfilled with r. = 0 (i.e., the 
distribution function r H P( (I wIJ B > r) has a bounded density). Then there 
exists a positive constant c = c(y) such that 
for r < r,,. Here 101 < 1, M, = 36a + 3a2. The constant M>O is arbitrary, 
satisfying 
cad(Mv)“+’ (1 + bv) exp(2M2/b2) < 1, c[(M/b)3’4 + (M/b)“] < b,/b. 
Furthermore, we denote 
M2 = h min{M/b’; (bv)Y’(y-2)/b}, 
r,, = - 2b - ’ ln n + M2 nyiC4 - *?), T=(b*r+b)n(l-““‘*“+*). 
The pair of Banach spaces 1, c co does not satisfy condition (2.1). In 
spite of this we have the following result. 
THEQRJZM 2.5. For each pair of Banach spaces F c B such that the 
embeddings F c 1, c co c B are linear and continuous operators there exists a 
constant d = d(s, F, B) such that all Theorems 2.1-2.4 remain valid. In 
particular, these theorems hold for F= I,, B = co with a constant d = d(s). 
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3. AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
Let us consider the n-fold Cartesian product B” = B x . aa x B as 
the Banach space with the norm IIxIIB=rnaxlGiGn lxils. Denote 
e, = (0, . . . . 0, 1, . . . . l), where the number of zeroes is equal to k - 1 and 
k = 1, . . . . n. Define xek = (0, . . . . 0, x, . . . . x) E B” for x E B. In this section we 
suppose that random variables X,, . . . . X,,, Y,, . . . . Y,, E B are arbitrary but 
independent. We denote 
sk=xl+ ... +x,, z,= Y,+ “’ + Yk, 
s = (S, 9 . . . . S,), z = (Z, 9 ‘.., Z,), 
uk = 1 xjej+ 1 Yjej, vk = 1 Yjej+ 1 xjej. 
jck j>k jck jzk 
Obviously U,,=Z, Un+l=S, V,=S, V,+l=Z. 
If a set A c B” and E > 0 then we define the set 
Af’=U {A+(0 ,..., 0,X, ,..., X,):IXi(B<&, k<i<n}. 
Let us remark that A ‘1”’ = A” is the a-neighborhood of A in the Banach 
space B”. Let A e-E = B”\(B\A)“. 
The following lemma is due to Sakhanenko [21] (see also Bentkus and 
Liubinskas 163 ). 
LEMMA 3.1 (Smoothing inequality). Let a random variable ZE B be 
bounded, P( 1 z 1 B < 1) = 1. Then for each open set A c B” and all E > 0 it hol& 
IP(SEA)-P(ZEA)I <P(ZEA*“\A-*“) 




-P(u,+ Y,e,+&tt?,&‘i~‘) 7 
dk(vk)=P{vk+ Ykek+&tekE(A-*“)g)} 
-P{ vk + xkek + &Tek E (A-2E)f)}. 
Proof The estimate 
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is proved, for example, in Bentkus and Liubinskas [6]. The proof of 
P(zEA-2”)~P(SEA)+~ldk(Vk)J (3.2) 
k 
is similar to that of (3.1). The lemma easily follows from (3.1) and (3.2). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a T.V. t E B be bounded, P(lzle< 1) = 1. Let us suppose 
that the distribution p of z is (as a measure on B) differentiable s + 1 times 
in directions from Fc B and let the derivatives of p satisfy (2.1). Let us sup- 
pose that e, y E B”, I(e(J B = 1, and that a measurable set A c B” and a number 
E > 0. Define the function cp = (P?,~,~,~: B + R’ by q(x) = EZ,( y + xe + Ete), 
where I, denotes the indicator function of the set A. Then the function cp is 
s + 1 times differentiable in directions from F c B and for 1 < k < s + 1 it is 
furfilled 
lDk(h) dx)l d d~-klhl$L(y + =I, 
where the set D is equal to the closure of A”\A +. Furthermore, 
(3.3) 
&x)- f: ok(x) ~(0) G-“-%I”,+’ z,tYYb+ l)!, (3.4) 
k=O 
where D is the closure of the 1x1,~neighborhood (A”\A -E)‘Xis of A”\A -‘. 
Proof: Denote C = {x + z E B: xe + ze E A - y >. Then obviously q(x) = 
p(( C - X)/E) and the definition of the differentiable measure implies the 
differentiability of cp. It is clear also that the kth derivative of cp is bounded 
by de-k. 
One can easily verify that q(x) = 0 when y + xe belongs to the interior 
of B\A”. Similarly, q(x) = 1 when y + xe belongs to the interior of A-“. 
Therefore derivatives of cp vanish outside D and (3.3) follows. Estimate 
(3.4) is a consequence of (3.3) and the Taylor series with the integral 
remainder. 
4. PROOFS 
Without loss of generality we shall assume that b = 1. Indeed, otherwise 
we can replace Y, X,, X,, . . . by by, bX1, bX,!, . . . . If not stated otherwise, 
we suppose that all r.v. under consideration are independent. Let 
{ii/,, : 1 < k < n, n = 1, 2, . . . } (4.1) 
be a triangular array of centered independent r.v. taking values in F and 
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such that moments of X,, and Y coincide (in F) up to the order s. Further- 
more, denote Y, Y,, Yz, . . . a sequence of i.i.d. copies of the Gaussian r.v. Y. 
Let us denote 
&=n-“*(Xl,+ ... +x/J, Zkn=n-“2(Y,+ ‘.. + Y/o, 
Hkn = Us,,) - U Y), K=n-‘W,.l + ..a + IHnnI), 
~,(h)=]~ I~/~lF’exp(lx/~l~)H~(~x), v, = inf{h > 0: v,(h) < 1 } 
and let us assume that v, < v. 
The random broken lines 
s, = s,(t), z, = z,(t), Ukn = Ukn(t), O<t< 1, k= 1, . ..) n 
we define as continuous functions s,, z,, Ukn : [0, l] -+ B satisfying 
s,(o) = z,(o) = &(o) = 0, sn(j/n ) = sjn 9 zn(j/n I= zjn 9 
uk,(j/n) = sjn for 1 < j < k - 1, %ud&) = Sk- In, 
ukn(j/n)=Sk-l,+n-1’2(Yk+1+ “‘+Y,) for j=l,...,n 
and being linear on the intervals [(j- 1)/n, j/n], j= 1, . . . . n. 
Denote, finally, s,(t) = sup P( IIs,II B > t), where sup is taken over all 
arrays (4.1) such that v, < v, n = 1,2, . . . . 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that a pair Fc B satisfies condition (2.1). Then for 
each E > 0, 
P(Ils,llB>r)~P(IlwllB>r-2&)+Jd(&/3)-”-’ n”-““*/(s+ l)!, (4.2) 
where 
J=/ L,(t) I-4”F+1JLW), F 
t=r--E--(xIBn-‘/*, &(t)=Z(lxlB>r-8); 
Z(A) denotes the indicator function of the event A. 
ProojI For the proof we use Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. With the broken line 
s, E CJO, l] (or with z,, &n) we associate the point S,, = (s,(l/n), . . . . s,(l)) 
(resp. Z,, ckn) of the space B”. Such embedding is isometric and we have 
P(Ils,llB>r)=P(s,~A), where A= (zEB”: Ilzlle>r}. 
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Let us apply inequality (3.1) of the smoothing Lemma 3.1. We obtain 
where 
P(SnEA)<P(q&42”)+ i IAk(ii/Jl, 
k=l 
(4.3) 
Ak(tikn)=i P(iikn+xekn-1’2+&TekEAf)) Hk,(dx). (4.4) 
F 
The distribution of random variables n- “‘Y,, .., n ~ ‘i2 Y,, coincide with 
that of w( l/n) - w(O), . . . . w( 1) - w( (n - 1 )/n). Therefore, 
P(-,~A~&)=P(~~kacx~lw(kln)l.>r-2~)QP(iwl~>r-2&). (4.5) 
. . 
Let us write 
where 
P(iikn + xeknp112 + &Tek) = Eq(xn-1’2), 
q(xn-“2) = E,zc(tikn + xekn-1’2 + &wk), 
the set C = A p) and the sign E, means that the expectation is taken only 
with respect to z. We can subtract xi=, Dk(xn-1/2) ~(0) from the 
probability under the sign of integral in (4.4), since moments of X,, and Y 
coincide up to the order s. Then, applying estimate (3.4) of Lemma 3.2, 
we obtain 
x 1x1”,“’ IHkn 1 (dx). (4.6) 
The probability in (4.6) does not exceed 6, _ r(t) with t = r - 3.5 - 1x1 B K”~. 
Substituting (4.6) and (4.5) in (4.3) and replacing 3~ by E we complete the 
proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. is based on Lemma 4.1 and induction with 
respect to n. We omit this proof since it is very much like that of the similar 
Theorem 2.1 in Bentkus and Rachkauskas [9] concerning the CLT in 
Banach spaces. 
Let us denote d,(t, , t2) = sup P( tl < JIs,II B < t2), where sup is taken over 
all arrays (4.10). 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf E > 0 and n > 2 then 
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A 1 = 4nP( )I w 11 B > &p- “Z/2), A,=P(r-EC I(wljBcr+c), 
A,=Jd(~/3)-“-~n’~-““~/(s+l)!, 
t, =r-&--n-“21xl., t,=(r+~+n-~‘~~x(~)exp(l/n). 
Proof: Following the proof of Lemma 4.1 and using smoothing 
Lemma 3.1 instead of estimate (3.10), we obtain 
I~~Il~,ll~~~~-~~Il~,ll.~~~l <W-E< IMe<r+~)+A3, (4.7) 
The exponent exp(l/n) in the formula for t, appears when we replace the 
normalizing multiplier n -‘I2 by (n - 1) - ‘12. 
Let us prove that for all x E R’ and 6 > 0 it is fulfilled 
P(llz,II.~x)~P~Ilwll.~~+6)-2nP(llwll.~6n-1’2/~~. (4.8) 
Clearly, 
p(llz”-wllB>~)~ i P( sup b,(t) - w(t)le > q. 
k=l k-ignt<k 
Without loss of generality we can assume that z,(k/n) = w(k/n) for 
O<k,<n. Then for te [(k- l)/n,k/ n ] we can write z,(t) = aw((k - 1)/n) + 
j?w(k/n), where 
a=k-nt, B=tn-k+l, O<a, B<l, a+B=f. 
Noting that w(t) = aw( t) + jIw( t), we obtain 
P(llz,-wllB>r)<2nP{ sup Iw(t)l.>6/2}, 
O<r< l/n 
since the increments of the Wiener process are stationary. The distribution 
of the process n -‘/*w(t/n), 0 <t < 1, coincide with that of w(t), 0 <t G 1. 
Therefore, 
P( sup lw(z)18>6/2}=P(IIWIIB>6n-“2/2). 
O<r<l/n 
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Collecting the estimates we obtain (4.8). The result of the lemma can be 
deduced from (4.7) using (4.8) with 6 = E, x = r, and x = r + E and applying 
the obvious estimate, P( (Iz,I( B > x) d P( 11 WI\ B > x). 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let us choose 
&=&,=(T/M) (s+ 1Ms+2)/(r + l), rn = ~~~~i(4-3) 
From the estimate of the Theorem 2.1 one can derive 
d,+d,~P(Ilwll.>r)M1(T/M)(S+1)‘(S+2). (4.9) 
The proof of estimate (4.9) is very much alike to that of Theorem 2.2 in 
Bentkus and Rachkauskas [9] and therefore is omitted. Lemma 2.2 is a 
consequence of (4.9) and Lemma 4.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that it is suhicient to 
show that the quantity 
Z:=4na-2P(I(w(1B>u-1’2/2)/[E(r+ 1) P(Ilwll.>r)] 
does not exceed 1. Let us apply estimate (2.4) and the estimate 
P( (I WI\ B > r) 2 a-’ exp( - r2), which follows from (2.2) if E = r. Then 
Id exp{r2 - b&s2n/4 + ln[4n/(sr + s)]}. 
Therefore the estimate I< 1 follows from 
clr < boen-1’2, (4.10) 
c2 ln[4n/(sr + r)] < biE2n, (4.11) 
where here and below we denote by ci, c2, . . . positive constants depending 
only on y. 
Let us prove (4.10). Let us begin with the case 0 <r < 1. In this 
case (4.10) follows from the stronger estimate c3M@+ ‘v(~+ 2, < 
b&l -s)/(2S+4)+.1/2. Therefore (4.10) follows from 
c,(M~‘~ + M4’*) < b,, (4.12) 
since 2<s<3, nal, and O<rc 1. 
Let us prove (4.10) for r > 1. Clearly, (4.10) follows from the stronger 
estimate c5 MS+1rS+3 < b,n312. The last inequality follows from 
c6(M8 + Ml’) < b,, since one can estimate r < M2nY’(4-2y), M, < M and 
use O<y<$, n> 1, 2<s<3. The inequality c,(M8+M10)fbo and (4.12) 
ensure the validity of (4.10) if 
c~(M~‘~ + Ml’) G b,. (4.13) 
The verification of (4.11) is similar to that of (4.10). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. This is based on iterations of estimates beginning 
with the estimate of Theorem 2.3. This cumbersome proof differs from the 
similar proof of Theorem 2.3 in Bentkus and Rachkauskas [9] only in 
some technical details concerning estimates of constants. Therefore let us 
point out only the main differences. Lemma 4.2 from Bentkus and 
Rachkauskas [9] should be replaced by Lemma 4.2 of the present paper. 
The estimation of P( ljwlj B > ~n-‘/~/2) repeats the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. If a pair of Banach spaces Fc B satisfies 
condition (2.1) (i.e., there exists a measure on B that is differentiable in 
directions from F) then the embedding Fc B is compact operator (see 
Bogachev [ll]). Therefore Theorems 2.1-2.4 are not applicable to the pair 
1, c co. But, as will be clear from the following proof, the pair l2 c co 
“almost” satisfies (2.1). Therefore the proof of the theorem is to a 
considerable extent technical. 
Let Fc I, c co c B. Let us fix X, , . . . . X,,, YE F. It is clear that it is suf- 
ficient to prove that Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 remain valid, since then one can 
repeat proofs of Theorems 2.1-2.4, which are based on these lemmas but 
not on condition (2.1). We can assume also that F= I,. Indeed, in estimates 
of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we can estimate JxII, < cjxJF, since the embedding 
Fc I2 is a continuous operator. 
So let F= Z2 c co c B. We may assume that 
EJYJ;2+1<co, ElX,l T2’ l < co, j=l n, 9 . . . . (4.14) 
since otherwise there is nothing to prove. In view of (4.14) one can 
construct a sequence of numbers 0 < oi < 1 such that lim, _ m oi = 0 and 
ElYI”,+‘<oo, EIXjl”,’ l < co, j = 1, . . . . n, 
where 1x1 z = Cz?= 1 (~~/a)~. Let us introduce the norms 
Ixl~,k= i xf + f (xi10i)2, k = 1, 2, . ..) 
i=l i=/C+1 
and denote by I,,, the Hilbert space of x E l2 such that Ix~,,~ c co. Clearly, 
I 2,R c l,. We are going to show that pairs & c B satisfy condition (2.1) 
with a constant d independent on k. This suffices for the validity of 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 for the pair I2 c B. Indeed, then we can write out 
estimates of these lemmas for pairs 12,k c B and pass to the limit as k + co. 
Let us discuss a way to prove that pairs I,,, c B satisfy condition (2.10) 
with a constant d independent on k. We should construct measures pk on 
B differentiable in directions from &. It is clear that we may assume that 
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B= cO. We choose measures pk on c,, as product measures pk = nz 1 &i 
so that measures pk,l on R’ have densities Pk,j(x) = q(x) for i = 1, . . . . k and 
Pk,i(x) = cp(x/o,)/a, for i ‘k, where a function cp: R’ + R’ is infinitely many 
times differentiable and q(x) = 0 for 1x1 3 1. It is known (see Smoljanov 
[22] or, e.g., Bentkus [4]) that all definitions of the infinitely differentiable 
measure are equivalent (under some very mild natural conditions). There- 
fore in order to show that measures pk on c,, are differentiable in directions 
from 12,k it is sufficient to show that integrals 
I cg f(x + Y) Pk(dY)> 
x = (x,, x2, . ..) E co, (4.15) 
are infinitely differentiable functions of the variable x E I,,, for each 
bounded continuous function f: c0 + R, depending only on a finite number 
of first variables xi, . . . . x,, m = 1, 2, . . . . It should be shown also that 
derivatives of integrals (4.15) are uniformly bounded for f satisfying 
sup x,,lf(x)l 6 c< 00. But this may be done similarly to the proof of 
theorem of the author (see Lemmas 3.21 and 3.22 in Paulauskas and 
Rachkauskas [9]), where also the choice of cp is specified. 
Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Let us apply Theorems 2.1-2.5 in the 
i.i.d. case and repeat the proof of similar result for the CLT in Banach 
spaces, see Bentkus and Rachkauskas [9]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is sufficient to apply Theorem 1.2 and to 
note that for each pair Fc B of finite dimensional Banach spaces, 
dim B=dim F< 00 it holds that c,lxlF< IxlB<c21xJF with some positive 
constants ci = c;(F, B), i = 1, 2. 
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